
01:10:22 Peter Chandler: Natural laws then may have been a little 
different to now?
01:19:40 Tara Schmid: Natural Law is always and for even the same.
01:20:40 Florence BHOSE-LAFON: “Next Friday”: are we talking about 
Friday 15 or 22 October?
01:20:48 Ulrike Selleck: Hahahahaha, I see it now, hahhaa.
01:21:13 Susi Halley: I think he means some laws are more or less 
enlivened at different times and places.  .
01:21:59 Louise McGuire: Friday 15 October
01:22:12 Peter Chandler: There were some unusual laws in action on the 
day that Guy Fawkes is celebrated for
01:23:24 Susi Halley: That's for sure!
01:25:51 Terry Laird: are the islands still in use today?
01:26:38 Jim Turner: Is Guy Fawkes the day after Deepavali?
01:27:35 Peter Chandler: It is Jim
01:28:33 Jim Turner: Thank you,Peter!
01:36:47 Ulrike Selleck: What a most beautiful talk: "We should give 
importance to Nothingness, and then we have in our grip Totality. ... 
Huuuge amounts of Devatas, Devatas, Devatas..."
01:37:25 Lynette Melcher: Grab nothingness and you get the totality.
01:37:42 Florence BHOSE-LAFON: The value of Nothingness is the 
value of eternal peace
01:37:49 Don Fox: The most important thing to learn in life is 
“nothingness”!
01:37:52 Susan LInden: Nothingness utilizes the entire physiology of 
the brain.
01:37:56 Sharon Long: Everything has it basis in nothingness. This 
is physics, not poetry.
01:38:00 Mary Webster: Everything has its basis in Nothing, where 
all the diverse values are present in the form of memories (smriti).
01:38:01 Ulrike Selleck: For some reason this talk made me feel hugely 
blessed, and even tear up a little. So grateful. Jai Guru Dev
01:38:02 Jim Turner: The hollowness of the Banyan seed is the 
source of creation..
01:38:06 Lisa Moseley: Nothingness is everything ❤
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01:38:09 Catherine Berude: The manifest perfectly reflects the 
basic principle of Nothingness holding everything:    the galaxies 
float in empty space.
01:38:11 Reinhart & Hannelore Schettler: EVERYTHING has its basis in 
NOTHINGNESS, and TM is experience of "nothingness"...
01:38:11 Blaise Ashley: All the galaxies float in empty space 
emptiness
01:38:23 janet Higgins: Devatas are the expressions of creative 
intelligence which has its home in nothingness.
01:38:24 Anne-Mareike Chu: The value of Nothingness is the 
value of Eternal Peace.
01:38:27 Karim Nahabet: The very fabric of the universe is the UF 
from which everything springs up, connected on that level of unity - 
like how Vedant stitches together the aspects of unified reality



01:38:28 vijaya nair: We emerge from Nothingness. WE go back into 
nothingness. Herein lies the secret of the Universe.
01:38:28 Bruce Cox: Nothing to say, but everything to experience.
01:38:28 Tara Schmid: Infinite abstraction is the home of all the 
Devas and our home now.
01:38:29 Anne-Mareike Chu: Naturalness is the basis of 
everything. Like the emptiness of a banyan seed.
01:38:29 Antonin Mireault-Plante: Trenscendental meditation is the 
exploration of this field of infinite possibility.
01:38:30 Janna Joy Ayers: Devine Level is All Natural
01:38:30 John Zamarra: nothingness is everything in unmanifest 
potential
01:38:31 Celia Bella: Devata = Creative Intelligence
01:38:33 Jeffrey Anderson: “Everything has it’s basis in 
Nothing.”
01:38:33 Anne Melfi: In the self-referral experience of 
nothingness, the total physiology is functioning and all the devata/CI 
are concretely present.
01:38:34 Maggie Vancik: By giving importance to Nothingnesss, you 
will begin to have a grip on Totality. All values are there, eternal 
peace.
01:38:35 Doris Perauer: Nothingness has to be known
01:38:36 Mary Ellen Araas-Wright: Devata is the creative intelligence 
that gives expression to the values of the infinite field of 
nothingness.
01:38:39 Terry Laird: Everything that happens, a hand moving, the 
eyes seeing, the ears hearing, all these actions are the activity of 
the devata.
01:38:41 Susi Halley: Nothingness is full of memory, smriti.  What, 
how, and when to manifest!
01:38:41 Charles Kuss: Maharishi mentioned in the video that 
"everything has it's basis in nothingness".
01:38:43 Thomas Tupper: The value of experiencing nothingness, as  in 
TM, brings eternal peace.
01:38:44 Terrance Ryan: Most advanced lesson on physics I have ever 
heard.
01:38:49 Alain Antinori: Nothingness is the abstract basis of 
everything. Hold it to grasp the whole.
01:38:55 Dianne Fenwick: one gets familiar with nothingness through 
transcending
01:38:59 Nicolette Czarrunchick: Devatas, devotas, devotas are in the 
Nothingness
01:38:59 Peter Chandler: Maharishi was rather focussed on Nothingness…  
Sounds like a good basis for experience…  Working on it here!
01:39:00 Gregg Wilson: A beautiful analogy of the seed and the 
growth of the tree!
01:39:00 Carol Lubetkin: Through TM we can have  the seat of all 
possibilities which will create a world of PEACE, the Divine world of 
the AILL of God.
01:39:06 Ann Rappaport: Devatas arise from nothingness of the 



transcendent and flow into action of the relative.
01:39:06 Richard Higgins: A thought occurring in nothingness is life.
01:39:09 Steve Armato: The blossoming of totality is contained in 
nothingness, the experience of Transcendental Consciousness.
01:39:17 gwendolyne miles: Maharishi said that all the leaves 
and flowers and branches are stored as “memories” in the nothingness 
of the seed.  That’s an interesting way to look at those - not just as 
potential expressions -but as expressions that are memories, meaning 
they have existed before.
01:39:17 Jean Wichlei: Nothingness is unmanifest reality.  By 
grabbing onto nothingness (self-referral consciousness) we utilize 
total physiology of the brain.
01:39:25 Elena Leonardo: The Abstract field of Nothingness is the 
Source of all manifestation and Creativity.
01:39:25 Andrew Wilks: Know the Transcendent, nothingnesss where 
total Natural Law resides...live a life of all possibilities, a life 
free from problems.
01:39:27 Patrick MONFRET: "I" is the Nothingness which sees through the 
eyes...Devatas are the expression of different qualities of Creative 
Intelligence.
01:39:27 Victoria Mattingly: Nothingness, abstract unmanifest 
reality, is the source of all creativity and divine government.
01:39:33 Janice Williams: Totality comes from nothingness. Analogy - 
the bunion seed.
01:39:34 Kim Derby: Know to give importance to "Nothingness," 
Total Natural Law aka Will of God, and explore thru TM that level, and 
SOAK in it, making all action, speach, emotion FLOATING/flowing it 
That! Jai Guru Dev
01:39:39 Catherine Berude: The DIVINE Government is completely 
natural:   there is nothing artificial.    Please explain, Raja Peter?
01:39:40 Celia Bella: Divine Govt is the Will of God, which has no 
artificiality.
01:39:53 Patricia Nelson: Everything has basis in nothingness...soak in 
that Field...float
01:39:58 Monica Bonair: Nothingness is the field of all possibilities
01:40:15 David Jaquish: Leaves and flowers are brought out of 
nothingness, by different Devata...
01:40:17 Jim Turner: Nothingness is the source of creation
01:40:28 Tara Schmid: Infinite abstraction is the home of all the 
Devas and our home now.
01:40:30 Hassan Ali: From nothingness everything has emerged - the 
source of everything. Hassan
01:40:32 Karim Nahabet: Jai Guru Dev
01:40:38 Charlotte Judge: nothingness can  be experienced.
01:41:01 Alfred Therrien: Devatas using Un-manifest memories to 
create……beautiful
01:41:26 Byron Nelson: Consciousness is engulfing
01:41:31 Reinhart & Hannelore Schettler: Where is "I", it is this 
nothingness...
01:41:42 Catherine Magnier: Nothingness holds everything and the 



Devata reside in this nothingness, governing and blessing totality.
01:41:46 Gregg Wilson: Maharishi’s expression is the basis of Dr. 
Nader’s book “One unbounded Ocean.
01:42:11 Jill Lashley: Total physiology of the brain is put to use 
through unboundedness…as the different qualities of the devatas 
express themselves.
01:42:27 Byron Nelson: Consciousness is engulfing
01:48:52 Catherine Berude: How is it that all the capability 
and detail of the physiology is brought to bear on the experience of 
NOTHINGNESS??
01:49:34 janet Higgins: So let us know forever that if there is 
anything that should be known, it is the nothingness that has to be 
known.
01:52:17 Judy Flynn: So how do you define divine government?
01:52:22 Peter Chandler: Thank you Raja Peter for that clarification
01:52:53 Louise McGuire: https://www.islandofworldpeace.ie/
01:53:01 Catherine Magnier: www.islandofworldpeace.ie. Come and 
visit!!!
01:54:13 Terry Laird: I'd love to visit! I might never come home!
01:54:31 Jonathan Miller: https://www.islandofworldpeace.ie/
01:54:42 Catherine Magnier: I live near it, extremely beautiful.
01:54:51 janet Higgins: What was there before the first memory, 
smriti,  arose?
02:14:31 Catherine Berude: Raja Peter, please explain the 
“naturalness” of the administration.   What does “naturalness” mean?
02:14:53 Lisa Moseley: Outward and inward together is non flowing 
flow --the perfect balance maintains order---this is the 
administration of the dawn of light.
02:15:15 Nicholas Gentile: Nothingness is the basis of 
everything.  All That Is or Will be.
02:15:16 Ann Rappaport: Is there a source of information about the 
Vedic calendar and the meanings?
02:15:50 Anne Melfi: There's a link to the live Vedic calendar. 
Maye Louisa can post it.
02:17:34 Louise McGuire: Yes, I will be posting that at the end
02:17:46 janet Higgins: “We have been administering…under the spell…
of the will of God.”
02:20:03 Ulrike Selleck: Really looking forward to this! Been wanting 
a course like this for a long time. Thank you Raja Peter. <3
02:20:12 Victoria Mattingly: Victory Day is supposed to be the 
10th day after 9 days of Mother Divine.  Why does is seem to be the 
9th?
02:20:14 Jim Turner: What Brilliant subject for a course thank 
you,Peter!
02:20:37 Carol Lubetkin: You said you would tell us what to do on 
Friday?
02:20:48 Terry Laird: How should we best spend this Friday?
02:20:55 Jill Lashley: How does one train to become a raja?
02:20:58 Jim Turner: Yes what to do on Friday?
02:21:19 Susi Halley: Thank you again, Raja Peter!  A glorious 



course.  Just what we want to learn at this time.  Jai Guru Dev!
02:21:39 MJ Toles: How do we navigate the calendar differences 
around the world
02:21:44 Kim Derby: Thank You Raja Peter and Mary and Paul for 
offering this Brilliant and Auspicious Course at this present time! 
Jai Guru Dev
02:21:57 Louise McGuire: https://maharishichannel.in/SCHEDULE/
index.html
02:23:01 Louise McGuire: Vedic Calendar: https://
calendars.globalgoodnews.com/vedic/10.html
02:23:55 Louise McGuire: 15:30pm CEST = 8:30am US CT
02:24:10 Lisa Moseley: Splendid thank you Jai Guru Dev

🎉 🕉

02:24:18 Paul / Moderator: Sound is OK here — Paul / Mod
02:25:03 Jonathan Miller: https://maharishichannel.in/   — is this it? 
Which channel?
02:25:55 Gerard Rieter: Victory Day celebration, 15 October 2021
The global celebration will begin with Rashtra Geet at 15.30 pm. MERU 
time
02:26:05 Louise McGuire: Jonathon - the link is above. It’s Maharishi 
Channel 3
02:26:34 MIU: Here’s the link with the course description and sign-
up information. https://miu.edu/vedic-calendar
02:26:40 Louise McGuire: More about the course (includes booking link) 
https://www.miu.edu/vedic-calendar
02:26:45 Louise McGuire: ce@miu.edu
02:26:51 Louise McGuire: (Mary Leete)
02:26:58 Louise McGuire: Direct link to booking form: https://
fs17.formsite.com/mumonline/kqrufkev0s/index.html
02:27:17 Reinhart & Hannelore Schettler: In this course we learn in 
depth what the individual devatas originally mean in the sense of the 
impulses of consciousness
02:28:43 Peter Chandler: Thank you Paul  Raja Peter
02:28:57 Peter Chandler: & Louise!
02:29:09 vijaya nair: Thank you Raja Peter, Paul, everyone
02:29:15 Ulrike Selleck: Even though it is still Mercury Retrograde?
02:29:33 janet Higgins: Thank you!

🙏

02:30:21 Catherine Berude: What a joyful class!!!    Thank you, 
Raja Peter.    Jai Guru Dev
02:31:45 Jim Turner: The ides of October..Catherine makes 
wonderful birthday cakes..Jai Guru Dev
02:32:22 Susi Halley: Mercury goes direct the 18th.
02:36:19 Robert Johnstone: Thank you.  Jai Guru Dev
02:59:14 Jill Lashley: Thank you Raja Peter, Mary, Paul, Louise and 
our beautiful group. JGD
02:59:49 Linda Spaight: Thank you, Raja Peter and team.  Wholeness 
may be found in nothingness, in nothingness is totality.  Jai Guru Dev
03:00:05 Kim Derby: Aaaa... Thank You Everyone for enlivening 
MMY's Total Knowledge in me and in our World! Jai Guru Dev
03:00:47 Jean Wichlei: Very nourishing!  Thank you.  Jai Guru Dev
03:01:07 Antonin Mireault-Plante: Very nice, thank you.




